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Single Crystal Growth of ZnS by the MBE Method Using HzS Gas Source

Shigeo Kaneda,*Shuji Satou, fakao Setoyama, Shin-ichi Motoyama
Meiso Yokovamaland Norio Otal

Technological university of Nagaoka, Kamitomioka, Nagaoka 949-54 Japan
tNippon Seiki Co. Ltd., Higashizao, Nagaoka 940 Japan

Crystal growth of ZnS by the inherent MBE apparatus having H2S gas source is per-
formed. It is considered that this method has much advantages comfared to ordinary MBE
method using Knudsen cell. Namely, it can be not only prevent the u.nnecessary contami-
nation by sulfur vapor but also easily select the molecular beam ratio 51 and SZ by
the controls of inlet gas pressure and craekiog temperature. These facts seems to be
very usuful to improve the crystal quality and dopant control of impurity. Single cry-
stal film having fairly high quality is obtained under the suitable condirions.

1. Introduction
Up to date, various methods for crystal gro-

wth of ZnS have been attempted. Among them, MBE

method is very effective to grow the thin crystal
film. Yao et all) performed it by the ordinary
MBE method using Knudsen ce11. We have constructed
special type MBE apparatus having H2S gas cracking
cel1 for the supply of sulfur molecular beam.

In this paper, varj-ous properties of this
apparatus, growing characteristics of ZnS crystal
and erystalline evaluations of ZnS erystal grown

?\are describedl'
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Fig.1. These characteristj-cs have much i.mportant

meaning in MBE method as well-kno\rn as the method

of three temperaEures. Apparent from this figure,
each sticking property of 51 or 52 on ZnS i_s very
different. And a1so, the growing mechanism becomes

quite different for each case of 51 or 52 molecu-

lar beam. Cracking pattern of H2S gas for thermal
equilibrium is already gi.r"r,?) One of rhe calcula-
ted results for 10-6 Torr. is shown in Fig.2, and

the detailed pattern for the region of practical
use is shown in Fig.3. Choosing the suitable con-

ditions of gas pressure and cracking temperature,

Fig.2 Theoretieal cracking pattern of H2S gas
for the thermal equilibrium statel

2. Considerations of H2S gas

Temperature dependences

ce11

of vapor pressures

for materials relati.ng to this work are shown in
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Fig.1- Vapor pressures for thermal equilibriurn
of the materials relaLing to the MBE

growth of ZnS.
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Refering the results of these analyses, the expe-

riments are systernatically carried to find out

the optimum growing conditions changing the sub-
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Fig.3 Theoretical cracking patterns of Sland S2
versus inlet gas pressure of H2S for the
region of practical use.

one can select an arbitrary molecular beam ratio

of 51 and 52. This fact seems to be very effe-

ctive to improve the crystal quality. Moreover,

it will become very useful for the pracrical

crystal growth, for instance, the adjustments of

growth rate and dopant control of I-mpurity and

so on.

3. Experimental

Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus

is shown in tr'ig. 4(a). The base vacu.um i-s the

order of 10-10 Torr. The apparatus contains the

inherent gas cel1 for H2S as shown in Fig. 4(b).

It has an identical construction proposed by
/,\

Calawa*/for AsH, gas cell. For the supply of Zn

molecular beam, Knudsen type ce1l with a crack-

ing heater located near the exit porLion as shown

in Fig. 4(c) is used.

Distributi-on patterns of total sulfur and

zinc molecular beams from each cell are shown in

Figs. 5 and 6 respectively. These patterns are

approxi-mated by the well-known cosine law)/ as

the form of cosne/d2 (explanations of € and d are

shornm in the f igures). Approximate expressions

for n:16 and 40 shown by dashed lines are corres-
ponding to Ehe cases of H2S gas cell and Zn Knud-

sen cell respectively.
As the substraEe, GaAs and GaP wafers whose

crystal faces (100) and (1f1) are used. Several

methods of crystal characterizations are perfor-

med in parallel r^rith the experiments of crystal
growth. X-ray microanalysis ()O{A) is used to ex-

amine the composition raEio Zn/S (atomic ratio)

of specimens. RHEED, X-ray diffraction, SIMS and

SEM analyses are used for crystalline evaluations.
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Fig.4 Experimental
gram of main
gas cracking
cell for Zn.

(c)

apparatus (a) schematic dia-
part of apparatus' (b) HZS

cell and (c) Knudsen tYPe
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Fig.5 Distribution pattern of total sulfur mol-
ecular beam intensity exited from H2S gas

cracking eell.
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ested from the vari-ous results measured by mass-

spectrometer. Growth rate of ZnS versus T"rrO is
shown in Fig.7. It begins to adruptly decrease at
the regj-on of T",16:360oC. But it is verified
that single crystal can be enough gror4rn in the
region of T"116=360oC as shown in Table 1. Fig.8
shows one of the typical results of zinc or su1-

fur atomic percent versus J7rr. The conLent. of
zinc is increased in proportion to J2r, from suI-
fur rich state to zinc rich state. So, the perfe-
ct stoichiometric crystal can be obtained by the
selection of suitable value of J2rr. For the cases

of different inlet pressure and cracking tempera-

ture of H2S, Lhe suitable value of Jyn is more

or less shifted. According to the results of

DISTANCE (rnm)

Fig.6 Distribution pattern of zinc molecular
beam intensity exj-ted from Zn Knudsen
cell.

strate temperature Tsub, Zn beam flux intensity
JZn, inlet gas pressrr" PH2S and also both crack-
ing temperatures of Zn and H2S as the parameters.

The experiments for the crystal growth of
undoped ZnS are attempted under the conditions as

shown in Table 1. The values of parameters deno-

ted in this Table and the following figurels are

only the measured values in our experi_mental sys-
tem. In the practical measurements, there exist
various restrictions. Namely, Pgrg is only the
equilibrium pressure measured at some separated
positi-on and Tg1(H2S) is the Lemperature of cra-
cking cel1 near Ehe exi-t portion. Stil1 more, the
state of gas near the substrate would not be equ-

ilibrium state. According to these reasons, it is
considered that the correspondences between the
experimental data of these parameters and the
calculated values shown in Figs.2 and 3 would not
be always coj-ncident. These f acts have been slrss-
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Pn2s'3 x 1O-5 Torr
Tcr(H2S):92O"C

o
300 400 500

Tsub
('c )

Pu2s -3x1O-s(Torr) Jzn = 3.5x101s(m ole-/cm?sec)
Jzn ( x'lOismole .,/cmz.sec) Prlzs (xlU_bTorr)

1.3 2.5 3.5 6.0 9.O o.B 2.O 3.O 6.5
310 A A
360 A u c @ @ A T o
375 c
400 C o
480 C C

Table 1 A table showing the crysLalline characteristics for ZnS crystals grown under the various
conditions at T"r(HZS)=920oC,

A t Poly crystal I : Single crystal contains the twin
Q : Single crystal @ : Nearly perfect stoichiometric single crystal.

SUBST . T EM P. ("C)
FLg.7 Growth rate of ZnS crystal versus sub-

strate temperature T"116.
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Fig.9 Crystal analyses of stoichiometric ZnS

crysEal gro\^/n under the conditj-ons:

T"rr5=360 oC 

' PH^S=3 ' 5X10-5 Torr '
JZrr=9X1015 (tot"7"*2 ' sec)

(a) X*ray diffraction Pattern and
(b) RHEED pattern.

these series of experiments, it is possible to say

that one of the conditions to obtain the nearly

perfect stoichiometric single_crystal are as fo-

1lowsi Tsub=360cC, Pgrg=3X10-) Torr., Tcr(HzS)=

g2}o C , JZn=6*9X1015 mole/ "t2' ""t '

One example of X-ray diffraction patterns

for single crystal film satisfied stoichiometry

is shown in Fig.9(a). This is the case of speci-

men grown on GaAs (100) surface. The peak of ZnS

(200) is as sharp as the peak of GaAs (200) and

its half width is about O.2La - This value is by

no means j-nferior comparing to another crysEal

grown by Mo-cvu rnethod6). rig.9(b) shows the

RHEED pattern for the same crystal. It can be

considered that the single crystal of fairly high

quality is obtained.

4. Conclusion

Single crystal gror^lth of undoped ZnS is suc-

cesfullyaccomplj-shed. But there exist some pro-

blems to solve for future work. Narnely, it is

very difficult to obtain the exact properties of

thermal cracking process of H2S gas due to the

various restrictions in the practical measure-

menLs mentioned above.

Conclusively, it can be described that the

MBE meLhod using gas cell is very effectj-ve to

gTovr the thin ZnS crystal film. Moreover, we

belive that the crystal growth of more high qual-

ity and also the dopant control of impurity would

be accomplished by the selection of suitable

operating condition of gas cell.
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